
Lesson 1
Language Arts

Practice ABC and alphabet sounds

Read and follow along with a book of child or parent choice (picture books and
phonics books are great to read aloud). Read for 5-10 minutes.

Activity: Missing Uppercase Letters, Name Practice, and Vowels

Mathematics
Counting 1-10 

Calendar Counting: Use the June Calendar and write the number for each
day of the week.  Parent: if child does not freehand, write the in number
pencil first and have your child trace it. 

Science

Look up local weather in your area and share with your child.

Document today's weather on attached weather sheet

Activity: Go outside and look at the weather. How different is the forecast?

About Weather: weather effects our lives daily. There are all different
kinds of weather from a sunny, warm day to cloudy, rainy days.
Complete the match the weather sheet to learn more. 

cloudy

snowy

windy

stormy

rainy

sunny

Writing 1-10

Go outside & explore. Learning is best when playing outside.



A B D E

G J

K M N

P Q R

V W Y Z

C

F IH

L O

TS

U X

This page is great to laminate
How many letters are in the alphabet? 26

Sing or say the alphabet with your child or if they know it have them say it alone. 

Alphabet Practice



A B D E

_ G J

_

_ _

K _ M N _

P Q R __

_ V W _ Y Z

Fill in the missing uppercase letters. This page is great to laminate or put in a restaurant
menu sheet. Use with dry erase markers or print as many as you would like.

Recommended for kindergarten if child is not ready skip this page.
 

Missing uppercase



Vowels

Name Practice

             
Practice writing your first name. If child is unable to freehand

please name in pencil for child to trace.

             
             

a e i o u
and sometimes y

Use a whiteboard or piece of paper & write the letters B, A, I, W, Q, O, E, N, Y, U.
Have our child find & erase or color the vowels in order.

Find what is different & circle.



Counting
Have your child gather 10 things (this can be toys (inside fun) or things in nature
(outdoor exploring). When 10 items have been gathered count with your child. 



4

2

6

1

3

5

Counting
Have your child match the numbers with the pictures.



0 1 2

4 5

6 7 8

9 10

Writing
Let's practice writing numbers 0-10. If your child is more hands on try using cool whip on

a cookie sheet. Let them use there fingers or paintbrush.

3



About Weather

The Sun warms the water in the sea and turns it into an invisible gas
The gas rises and turns into tiny droplets of water, making clouds.

The tiny droplets bump into each other and join together to make bigger drops
When the drops of water become heavy enough they fall as rain.

Rivers carry the rainwater back to the sea. The water cycle begins again.

The weather is caused by three main things: heat, water, and air.
 

-The sun gives out heat which warms the Earth.
-Water makes clouds and rain. It also makes fog, hail and snow.
-Air is always moving around. This is what makes the wind blow.

 
The Earth is wrapped in a thick blanket of air called the atmosphere. This is where

weather happens.
 

From space, the atmosphere looks like a hazy blue ring around the Earth. The white
swirls are clouds.

 
Water on the move

Water is always moving between the sea, the air, and the land. This is called the water
cycle.

 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

 
Fun fact: Where's the hottest place on Earth? Probably Death Valley in the United States.

It holds the record for the hottest air temperature on Earth 134 degrees.



Weather Tracker

MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN

cloudy

snowy

windy

Color in the boxes the weather of the day. 

stormy

sunny

rainy

Have child cut & paste on graph above along with coloring



Direction: Match the weather and the words.

sunny

cloudy

stormy

snowy

rainy

windy

Weather Match


